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Foreword
Dear Reader
We are delighted to provide you with our first annual outlook for the wealth and asset management industry including strategic, market and
regulatory topics. Adapting to the new realities within the industry continues to be a demanding task as several complex and interconnected
challenges need to be addressed simultaneously. This annual outlook, together with the Panorama Newsletters, will keep you up-to-date
and at the forefront of market developments.
2016 will be an important year in regards to several open regulatory initiatives that are planned to enter into force beginning of 2017 (e.g.
PRIIPs and MiFID II). There is widespread concern in the market about the feasibility to implement the MiIFD II requirements in time, which
caused the EU authorities to discuss a delay. Such a delay would most likely also impact other regulations like PRIIPs and MAD/MAR. This
would bring some relief to many ongoing projects in the market, which struggle to transform front-to-back operations in the pace necessary
to be ready for go live end of 20161.
We have structured our overview along a general update with special focus on five regulatory categories embedded within the themes data
architecture, operating model and business strategy as well as external factors like client behaviour and market developments. The
regulatory topics are elaborated in terms of scope, requirements and the business impact of the regulation indicating the impact on the
different capabilities of the operating model.
The focus of 2016 will certainly be on consumer protection, capital markets and product related topics, however, data architecture and data
management is moving more and more into the spotlight as many market participants recognize that the new regulatory requirements put
their existing data architecture to the test.
We hope to support you with this comprehensive overview and remain at your disposal to provide you with additional guidance to
successfully manage the challenges in all stages of your business transformation.
We wish you an interesting reading and a successful year.
Your Weisshorn Consulting team
1) See also our Newsletter PANORAMA Nr.1 - 2016
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Macroeconomics
Macroeconomic outlook for 2016
Economic growth will be rather disappointing in 2016 and the medium-term outlook is deteriorating. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) expects the rising interest
rates in the United States (US) as well as the economic slowdown in China to contribute to uncertainty and higher vulnerability for the global economy.1) This unstable
environment gets fuelled by the manifold political tensions and crises in the middle east as well as continuing uncertainties about the prospects for crisis-shaken
Europe. The normalisation of the U.S. monetary policy as well as China’s shift towards consumption led growth are necessary and healthy transformations. However,
Chinas’ lower growth rates and unhealthy market pose a short term risk for the overall economic stability. Witnessed anomalies in the Chinese stock market are
triggering concern over domino effects in other markets.
For Switzerland the economic forecasts by the State
Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO) doesn’t look
too bad. After a year of market slowdown, mainly
triggered by the appreciation of the Swiss Franc, a
gradual improvement is expected. However, this
recovery could be impacted by the turmoil in Asia and
is certainly dependent on the developments in the
European Union (EU) as well as the US. SECO
anticipates an acceleration of economic growth in
Switzerland from 0.8% in 2015 to 1.5% in 2016 and
1.9% in 20173.
According to Swiss Banking, the global private
financial assets have seen a recovery and rose to USD
164tr (11.9%) in 2014. Global private financial assets
are expected to reach USD 222tr by the end of 20194.
This corresponds to an annual growth rate of 6.2
percent, with expected strongest growth rates in the
Asia Pacific region.

Real GDP growth rates in %2
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015*

2016*

2017*

Canada

2.96

1.92

2.00

2.44

1.18

1.99

2.33

China

9.50

7.70

7.70

7.30

6.75

6.54

6.22

France

2.10

0.22

0.75

0.17

1.07

1.34

1.62

Germany

3.72

0.62

0.41

1.58

1.52

1.81

2.02

India

6.64

5.08

6.90

7.29

7.21

7.33

7.37

Italy

0.70

-2.87

-1.75

-0.38

0.76

1.44

1.40

Japan

-0.45

1.74

1.59

-0.10

0.59

0.96

0.53

Russia

4.26

3.41

1.34

0.64

-4.04

-0.43

1.66

Switzerland

1.80

1.12

1.77

1.89

0.74

1.12

1.64

UK

1.97

1.18

2.16

2.94

2.41

2.39

2.26

USA

1.60

2.22

1.49

2.43

2.43

2.52

2.39

OECD

1.94

1.29

1.21

1.85

2.01

2.23

2.28

*Estimate

or forecast value

2016 is expected to be volatile with recovering growth rates in Europe and the US but continuing turmoil in emerging countries
1) Handelsblatt published on 30.12.15; 2) OECD (2016), Real GDP forecast (indicator). doi: 10.1787/1f84150b-en (Accessed on 06 January 2016); 3) www.seco.admin.ch; 4) BCG: Winning the Growth Game; Global Wealth 2015
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Key topics
Structured around five categories and embedded in the wider business environment
Markets
The wealth & asset management industry
is facing a period of transformation.
Several significant disruptive forces
are simultaneously challenging
established business models and
forcing market participants to
re-think their market positioning
and organisational setup.

Strategy

Tax Compliance
& AML

Within the current environment, it is key to
consolidate the firms’ strengths and focus
on markets and segments were the firm
has a competitive advantage. Rethinking
the value proposition towards the client
will be vital, as client expectations and
revenue models are significantly
changing. One piece of the puzzle
is certainly the inevitable digital
agenda
to
enhance
client
experience.

Infrastructure &
Capital Markets

Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

Technology
The growing level of
digitalization and automatization
demands for sound technology
platforms as well as a streamlined
and flexible data architecture.
Financial firms that are prepared will
profit from a competitive advantage.
Data management will take on a major role in
driving business change towards digitization and
coping with transformation.
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Risk
Management

Products

Consumer
Protection

Clients

The client base is changing.
Emerging economies have become
new centres of wealth creation
generating growing demand management. In addition, demographic developments in established economies will
significantly increase the demand for
succession planning and the transition of
wealth to a younger generation.

Clients & markets
Shifting client segments trigger pressure on traditional business models
Clients

Markets

•

As client segments are shifting towards a new generation and
pricing models become transparent, the demand for a distinct
and innovative value proposition is rising

•

Market participants need to identify the markets in which they
can most effectively maintain their value proposition and
differentiate themselves from their competitors

•

As clients are becoming increasingly «self-directed», a clear
strategy towards digital channels and costs to service clients
is key

•

•

Mobility, around-the-clock access to information and
interaction through social media are generating new
customer demands triggering increased digitalisation

Market competition and a drop in transaction volumes is
putting pressure on already shrinking margins. Providing all
services for all clients in all countries comes with a high price
tag. A clear strategic roadmap is crucial

•

Increasing competition results in growing cost pressures,
which are driving consolidation tendencies in the market.
This can be a good opportunity for takeovers, however
choose your targets wisely

•

Cross-border business models operate in a complex
environment of different rules and regulations with
correlating legal risks for wealth managers, thus often
leading to complex operating models and business
processes. A clear cross-border strategy reduces challenges
derived cost

•

•

For more complex wealth management decisions, clients still
demand personal consultations. However, they increasingly
expect such service to occur whenever and wherever they
want
A refinement of client segmentation and focus on target
clients is key to underpin the institutions’ differentiators and
optimize revenues

Entering economies with high growth rates is very attractive, however, following the HNWI requires a thorough strategic preparation in order to avoid the
pitfalls of increased operational complexity
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Strategic cornerstones in 2016
New realities require a review and alignment of key strategic cornerstones
Strategy

Value

Focus

Attracting new and retaining
existing clients is of utmost
importance. Those wealth
managers capable of creating an
exceptional «client experience»
will be best placed to maintain
and expand their client base.

Wealth managers should focus
their limited resources on their
core capabilities and do what
they are best in. Streamlining the
operating model and sourcing
activities that are not part of the
core business will free-up
resources to sharpen client
focus.

Growth

As the consolidation continues
throughout 2016, opportunities
for external growth will present
themselves, however, targets
need to fit into the overall
strategy
In order to position themselves
for growth, firms need a strategic
and continuous approach to fix
their cost base and optimize
their operating model by
building lean and resilient
processes, systems, operations,
and organizations structures.

Digital

Financial firms must commit to a
«digital strategy» to enhance the
client experience and support
their value proposition, market
products and financial services
more effectively and improve
compliance efforts at lower
operating costs.

Shifting client demands and ongoing cost pressure continue to put pressure on established business models and demanding strategic alignment
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Technology
Sound technology and stable systems are the bedrock to build for digitalisation
Technology

Front office productivity

Digitally enabled contacts

Advisors need to increase their productivity by
focusing on value-added activities towards the
client. As of today, a large percentage of time
spent by front staff is covering administrative
tasks. Front office operating models should
focus on a larger degree of automatization of
administrative processes.

Relationship managers and advisors will not be
replaced by evolving digitalisation, but will
rather be enabled to provide their service more
efficiently and with a different customer
experience.
Financial firms need to start thinking about the
architecture and management of client data,
which is the basis for every automatization and
digitalisation. Financial intermediaries can
unlock information based advantages through
the systematic analysis of client data, which
can be generated through integrated
interaction tools and platforms used by the
client.

Middle and back office efficiency

Regulatory requirements are becoming more
stringent, therefore the middle office needs to
increase automatization of risk controls that
deliver timely alerts on different types of risks.
Digital solutions in the operating model of the
middle and back office can reduce risk and
lower operational cost at the same time.
In general, we see that digitally enabled tools
used throughout the organization can lead to
an overall reduction in conduct and compliance
risk. If visible for clients (e.g. portfolio
monitoring) they give control and provide the
feeling of an effective and hands-on risk
management.

Some years ago, financial intermediaries’ response to regulatory challenges they faced on their systems was to apply plasters; now it becomes more a
situation of open-heart surgery on their core systems and infrastructure
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Data architecture and management
The speed of business transformation puts data capabilities under severe pressure
Efficiency

Challenges

•

As a part of the current operating model transformation triggered by
massive regulatory obligations, financial service providers are expected to
significantly increase their spending on data initiatives

•

The regulatory initiatives are of such a scale, that they need to be looked at
from a holistic perspective instead of solving these challenges in silos and
enlarging the patch-work styled solutions

•

Similar regulatory reporting require similar or same data and information.
Central data management and reporting capabilities will be necessary to
answer the challenges of redundant and inaccurate data

•

Mergers and acquisitions, the lack of a clear data strategy and cross-border
data limitations have created complex information systems resulting in
duplicated data sources, which create the need for manual reconciliations
causing inefficiencies

•

•

Firms struggle to find the balance between a centralized target operating
model and regional efficiency

•

Data management roles lack the authority, capabilities and controls to
drive and sustain efficient change

•

Key processes within organizations do not account sufficiently for data
management

•

Clear and measurable policies and standards need to be in place,
supported by executive management committees

•

Assigning specific owners accountable for key data domains taking into
consideration different lines of business, functions and data

•

Firms struggle with the adoption of a common definition of transaction and
reference data

Firms should focus on the «offensive» use of data and explore additional
opportunities to answer new business questions and opportunities by
looking at data horizontally across the existing silos or departments

Data architecture & management

Accuracy and reliability

Availability and granularity

Governance

Reporting and reconciliation

Architecture flexibility

Data architecture and data management will become key to efficient operating models, ensuring timely and correct information & reporting and will
finally lead to a reduction in regulatory non-compliance and legal risks
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Regulatory overview
Structured along the five key segments for Switzerland and the European Economic Area
Infrastructure & Capital Markets

•

CH: Financial Markets Infrastructure Act (FMIA)

•

CH: Financial Institutions Act (FinIA)

•

EEA: European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR)

•

EEA: Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFIR)

•

EEA: Market Abuse Directive/ Regulation (MAD II/ MAR)

•

EEA: Securities Financing Transaction Regulation (SFTR)

•

EEA: Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II)

Risk Management

12

Consumer Protection
•

CH: Federal Financial Services Act (FinSA)

•

EEA: Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II)

Products

27

38

43

•

EEA: Packaged retail and ins.-based investment products (PRIIPs)

•

EEA: Undertakings for Collective Inv. in Transf. Sec. (UCITS V)

•

EEA: Regulation on Money Market Funds (MMFs)

•

EEA: Regulation of European Long-Term Investment Funds (ELTIFs)

•

CH/EEA: Basel III – capital adequacy

•

CH/EEA: Basel III – Leverage Ratio

•

CH/EEA: Basel III – Liquidity Rules

•

CH: Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA)

•

CH: FINMA Circular 2016/1 «Disclosure – Banks»

•

EEA: Anti-Money Laundering Directive (AMLD IV)

•

CH: FINMA Circular 2008/21 Operational risks at Banks

•

EEA: European Union Financial Transaction Tax (EU FTT)

•

EEA/CH: Automatic Exchange of Information (AEOI)

Tax Compliance & AML

52

The regulatory landscape is dominated by capital markets and consumer protection initiatives. However, risk management remains a key challenge and
will stay under close monitoring by the regulators
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Regulatory overview

Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

Infrastructure & Capital Markets
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Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

Financial Markets Infrastructure Act (FMIA) 1/2
Scope and provisions
FMIA (Financial Markets Infrastructure Act, also known as FinfraG or Finanzmarktinfrastrukturgesetz1) regulates market infrastructures and OTC derivatives trading in
Switzerland. The regulation came into force beginning of 2016. FMIA adopts the principles agreed on by the members of the G20 at the 2009 Pittsburgh summit and,
therefore, entails similar provisions on derivatives trading than the European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) and the US Dodd-Frank-Act. In addition, FMIA
entails provisions for financial market infrastructures such as trading venues, central counterparties (CCP) and central securities depositories (CSD) in order to align the
Swiss regulation to new standards developed by international bodies, in particular the CPSS-IOSCO rules for CCPs and CSDs.

Scope
•

•

•

Most infrastructure related requirements only concern institutions that
operate such infrastructure. These requirements are only relevant for a
few large institutions in Switzerland
FMIA foresees several different types of counterparty classifications with
regard to the OTC derivatives market. The primary being Financial- and
Non-Financial Counterparties (FCs and NFCs). Applicable obligations are
then defined depending upon whether the classified counterparty exceeds
certain thresholds. There is no obligation for individual investors,
however certain reporting requirements apply
In order to facilitate compliance for Swiss entities in Switzerland, clients
domiciled outside of Switzerland have to support compliance as most
requirements can only be fulfilled on a bilateral basis. This leads to an
extraterritorial effect . Additionally, Swiss counterparties have to ensure
that foreign counterparties meet certain criteria to fulfil their obligation
under FMIA
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Provisions
•

Infrastructure related governance requirements

•

FMIA requires the classification of third-country entities, as well as fullyand partially-exempted counterparties

•

Mandatory central clearing of eligible OTC derivatives

•

Risk mitigation measures for uncleared OTC derivatives such as margin
requirements, timely confirmations, daily valuation, portfolio
reconciliation, portfolio compression, dispute resolution and the
segregated exchange of collateral

•

All counterparties that fall in scope with open derivative contracts must
report those contracts and any newly entered contracts to an authorized
trade repository

•

Several market conduct rules

•

Requirements resp. thresholds on commodity derivatives (thresholds can
be decided by the authorities upon market anomalies)

Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

Financial Markets Infrastructure Act (FMIA) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

Due to additional costs in the OTC sector, it is expected that the volume of OTC structures will decline in
favour of exchange traded volumes

•

Decrease in margins due to rising operational complexity, required capabilities and therefor rising costs

•

The reporting obligations will require additional client information that will have an impact on the client onboarding procedures and repapering of existing clients

•

Depending on the clearing model chosen, decisions on a clearing broker or becoming a clearing member
have to be made

•

Extended collateralisation requires a sound and fit for purpose collateral management function

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees
Low

The clearing obligation starts after FINMA has informed the market
about the clearing obligation for a specific derivative category and
after a transition period between 6 and 12 months, depending on
the categorization of the counterparties

Medium

High

July 1, 2016
Trade reporting for OTC
Ops- & Counterparty risk mitigation
Risk mitigation (valuation)

November, 2015
Final FMIO/ FMIO-FINMA

January 1, 2016
FMIA, FMIO and FMIOFINMA enter into force

Central clearing
July 1, 2016
Risk mitigation (collateral)
Trade reporting

2015

2016

2017

The implementation of the trade reporting as well as the rules on OTC derivatives trading, will have large impacts on repapering and data flows within the
process. Depending on the level of collateral arrangements as of today, additional collateral management processes and systems will be required
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Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

Financial Institutions Act (FinIA) 1/2
Scope and provisions
The Financial Institutions Act (FinIA) entails a differentiated supervisory regime for all types of financial intermediaries engaged in asset management. The main new
features of the FinIA is a proposed `authorisation hierarchy´ as well as the inclusion of independent asset managers and trustees within this authorisation hierarchy.
Authorisation on a particular level of the hierarchy will encompass authorisation for all activities at lower levels.

Scope

Provisions
Organisational requirements:
•

Identify, measure, control and monitor risks (incl. internal control system)

•

Establish appropriate corporate governance rules

Guarantee of irreproachable business conduct:
•

Provide the guarantee of irreproachable business conduct

•

Possession of a good reputation and have the specialist qualifications
necessary for business conduct

Liability and criminal law provisions:
•

Liability of the financial institutions and their bodies

•

Liability of delegated tasks to a third party (financial institution and
management company)

•

Criminal provisions (custodial sentence or a monetary penalty)

International business:
•

Supervisory authority needs to be notified before:
•

Establishing, acquiring or closing a foreign subsidiary, branch or
representation;

•

Acquiring or surrendering a qualified participation in a foreign
company

Based on graphic provided by admin.ch

•

By consolidating the regulations into one major law, materially
unjustifiable differences that existed between the different forms of
authorisation will be eliminated

1) Banks remain regulated by the banking law; 2) FMC: fund management companies; 3) ISA: independent supervisory organization(s) other than FINMA
Slide 16
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Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

Financial Institutions Act (FinIA) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

While the rules for already licenced institutions are not undergoing any material change, managers of
individual client assets as well as those who manage the assets of Swiss occupational benefits schemes or
trusts will come under prudential supervision

Strategy

•

For institutions not having a license as of today, major impacts on the operating model as well as systems
and control framework are expected to trigger large investments into infrastructure, risk and compliance
capabilities

Processes

•

The new rules significantly impact the governance and pose also additional requirements to employees

•

Specific exemptions for small institutions are introduced allowing the grandfathering of existing assets
under the operating model as of today, however new assets may not be managed

Systems
Employees
Low

November, 2015
Publication of the FinIA
dispatch

2015

2017/ 2018
Expected entry into force

2016

2017/18

FinIA does not entail any material change for already licensed and supervised institutions but new players come in scope
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Medium

High

Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) 1/2
Scope and provisions
European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR1) is a European Union regulation designed to increase the stability of the over-the-counter (OTC) derivative markets
throughout the EU Member States. EMIR adopts the principles agreed on by the members of the G20 at the 2009 Pittsburgh summit and, therefore, entails similar
provisions on derivatives trading than the Swiss Financial Markets Infrastructure Act and the US Dodd-Frank-Act. It is designated Regulation, and it entered into force
on 16 August 2012.

Scope

Provisions

•

EMIR impacts anyone who trades derivatives, whether on an exchange or
otherwise, whether regulated or not and whether within the EU or outside

In order to reduce the counterparty risks and stabilize the market. The
obligations under EMIR set out the following:

•

EMIR introduces different types of counterparty classifications with regard
to the OTC derivatives market. The primary being Financial- and NonFinancial Counterparties (FCs and NFCs). Non-Financial Counterparties are
additionally classified in large and small actors, triggering different
obligations

•

Reporting obligation for OTC derivatives

•

Clearing obligation for eligible OTC derivatives

•

Counterparty classification

•

Measures to reduce counterparty credit risk and operational risk for

•

Towards clients that qualify as natural persons, no obligations apply
except for the reporting requirement

•
•

•

Bilaterally cleared OTC derivatives

EMIR impacts market participants in the EEA (European Economic Area)
and market participants in 3rd countries trading with an EEA counterparty

•

Margining

•

Daily valuation

EMIR can also have extra-territorial impact on trading between two nonEEA counterparties where:

•

Dispute resolution

•

Collateral management

•

Both counterparties trade through branches located within the EU;

•

Either counterparty has a qualifying guarantee for OTC derivative
activity from an EU Financial Counterparty (FC)

•

Common rules for central counterparties (CCPs) and trade repositories

•

Rules on the establishment of interoperability between CCPs

1) Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2012 on OTC derivatives, central counterparties and trade repositories
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Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) 2/2
Business impact and timeline

Business impact

•

The repapering effort will be significant, also the
supporting processes will be highly impacted

•

Impact on internal data flows

•

Real time reporting requirements

•

Ability to leverage external providers

•

Infrastructure challenges

•

Integration of internal data repository

•

Work flow impact (electronic vs. manual)

•

Strategic definition of services, expansion strategies
(CCP and product)

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees
Low

Medium

High

September 1, 2016 – March 1, 2017
Initial margin and variation margin applies
resp. phase in starts
December 21, 2015
Clearing obligation
RTS in force

2015

June 21, 2016
Clearing obligation
Cat. 1

December 21, 2016
Clearing obligation Cat. 2

2016

June 21, 2017
Clearing obligation Cat. 3

2017

March, 2018
Clearing obligation Cat. 4

2018

The new rules on derivatives trading are expected to drive costs for these trades as more infrastructures and parties will be involved and more cash will
be blocked due to extended collateralization, hence causing opportunity costs. ESMA has already announced that a review of EMIR is in the pipeline
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Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFIR) 1/2
Scope and provisions
The Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFIR)1 Regulation encompasses the rules and guidelines on execution venues, transaction execution as well as preand post-trade transparency. The contents of the Regulation are accompanied by Level 2 and Level 3 measures and will immediately come into force in the EU Member
States without possibility of national gold-plating. Trading desks will have to assess and possibly adapt their current practice of order execution (real-time publication
of quotes and trades, T1+ transaction reporting, limitation of OTC trading for certain shares and derivatives).

Scope
•

•

•

•

•

MiFIR broadly applies to financial markets infrastructures (e.g. trading
venues, clearing houses) and participants (e.g. investment firms, brokerdealers) when providing investment services or performing investment
activities in the EEA

Provisions
•

Pre- and post trade publication for equity-like and non-equity instruments
affecting trading venues and investment firms trading OTC

•

Limitation of publication waivers (double volume cap)

MiFIR contains standards and requirements which have an immediate
effect on trading platforms and investment firms, their systems as well as
their trading processes

•

Trading obligation for shares listed/ traded on an EU trading venue

•

Trading obligation for clearing eligible and sufficiently liquid derivatives
traded on an EU trading venue (link to EMIR)

In order to enhance efficiency in price formation, the regulation
significantly enhances the pre- and post-trade publication rules to cover
all equity, equity-like and non-equity instruments and limiting the
application of waivers

•

Recording of information related to orders and transactions

•

Reporting of transactions (T+1) in financial instrument listed/ traded on
an EU venue or derivatives thereof

Transaction reporting to regulators widens in scope and content,
including all transactions in EU listed/ traded financial instruments and
derivatives thereof. Reporting obligation now covers all investment firms
in a transaction chain not only executing entities

•

Clearing obligation for derivatives traded on regulated markets

•

Publication and recording requirements for portfolio compression

•

Non-discriminatory clearing access to CCPs and trading venues

MiFIR requires on-venue trading for EU listed/ traded shares and
sufficiently liquid derivatives (for derivatives, MiFIR directly links to EMIR
provisions)

•

Position management powers (surveillance and intervention) for national
competent authorities and ESMA

•

Harmonized market access for 3rd country investment firms when
servicing professional clients (ESMA registration required)

1) Regulation (EU) No 600/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments and amending Regulation (EU) No 648/2012
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Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFIR) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

Enhanced data requirements in transaction reporting require a streamlined data architecture and front-toback data maintenance. Orders should only be placed when all data is available (incl. client identifying data)

Strategy

•

Trading desks will have to assess and possibly adapt their current practice of order execution (real-time
publication of quotes and trades, limitation of OTC trading for certain shares and derivatives)

Processes

•

Investment firms and market participants operating unregistered trading platforms (dark pools, brokerdealer networks, internal matching-systems) need to revisit their business models and service offerings

Systems
Employees
Low

Augsut 31, 2015
ESMA published a Consultation
Paper on draft ITS
June 29, 2015
ESMA published
its first set of
Technical
Standards

September 9, 2015
ESMA published and
sent to the Commission
its second set of
Technical Standards

2015

January 3, 2016
Commission to finalize its second set of
Technical Standards
July 3, 2016
MiFID II transposed
into national law of
Members States

2016

Medium

High

Postponement very likely!
January 3, 2017
MiFID II and MiFIR apply
within Member States

2017

The transaction reporting requirements as well as the pre- and post-trade transparency will have a significant impact on front-to-back processes.
Depending on internal order routing, additional challenges may arise to share client data across locations
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Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II) 1/2
Scope and provisions
Since its implementation in 2007, the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID)1 has been the cornerstone of financial markets regulation in the European
Economic Area (EEA). As not all perceived benefits have been transferred to the end investor as intended by MiFID, the European Union decided to completely overhaul
the regulation. In combination with MiFIR, MiFID II aims to shift trade towards regulated execution venues, increase efficiency in price formation through enhanced
transparency requirements, strengthen investor protection with respect to execution rules and prevent market abuse through enhanced transaction reporting.

Scope
•

•

•

•

•

MiFID II broadly applies to financial markets infrastructures (e.g. trading
venues, clearing houses) and participants (e.g. investment firms, brokerdealers) when providing investment services or performing investment
activities in the EEA
MiFID II broadens the scope of market structures. Organised trading
should occur on a regulated platform. For non-equities, a new category of
trading venue – the Organized Trading Facility (OTF) is introduced. In
addition, the concept of systematic internalization (SI) is extended to
cover more instruments than equities and applies for all trading against
own book once quantitative thresholds are met
Approved Reporting Mechanisms (ARM) and Consolidated Tape Providers
(CTP) are classified under MiFID II as data reporting services and will be
subject to the Directive
For commodity derivatives, a new position management and reporting
regime is introduced allowing the national competent authorities to set
position limits for single investors
Algorithmic and high-frequency trading are now covered by the directive
and financial institutions engaged in such techniques need to implement
safeguards in their systems and notify the regulators on the use of
algorithms

Provisions
Market structures
•

Regulation of all trading venues, introduction of OTF

•

Extension of SI regime to cover equity-like and non-equity instruments

•

Operating conditions for data service providers

Best execution
•

All sufficient steps to obtain best possible result for clients

•

Publication of top five execution venues

•

Publication of execution quality

Algorithmic & high-frequency trading
•

Reporting to regulators and trading venues

•

Effective systems and risk controls

Commodity derivatives
•

Regulators can set position limits for single position holders

•

Daily reporting of positions held by clients and on own book

•

Trading venues can require a person to reduce a position or to provide
liquidity back into the market

1) Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments and amending Directive 2002/92/EC and Directive 2011/61/EU
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Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

Qualification of trading flows could trigger extended pre-trade reporting requirements (systematic
internalisation or systematic 3rd party order matching)

•

It is expected that the liquidity for some transactions will suffer

•

The MiFID II requirements will impact the data architecture and data management as time will become
critical and systems will be put to the test to provide all necessary trade data in time

Processes

•

Reporting requirements will require strategic decisions on the reporting model
Best execution requirements will require processes and governance adaptions

Systems

•

Strategy

Employees
Low

Augsut 31, 2015
ESMA published a Consultation
Paper on draft ITS
June 29, 2015
ESMA published
its first set of
Technical
Standards

September 9, 2015
ESMA published and
sent to the Commission
its second set of
Technical Standards

2015

January 3, 2016
ESMA to publish and send to the Commission
its second set of Technical Standards
July 3, 2016
MiFID II transposed
into national law of
Members States

2016

Medium

High

Postponement very likely!
January 3, 2017
MiFID II and MiFIR apply
within Member States

2017

MiFID II will likely have major impacts on trade data architecture and requires extensive effort both in terms of planning and execution. Given the time
frame for implementation, intermediaries are encouraged to start preparing themselves
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Market Abuse Directive/ Regulation (MAD II/ MAR) 1/2
Scope and provisions
The current Market Abuse Directive (MAD) was adopted in 2003 and established a framework for the prevention of insider dealing and market manipulation in the EEA.
Following the financial crisis and a review of existing rules led to a proposal by the European Commission that the MAD regulation should be updated and strengthened.
The Market Abuse Regulation (MAR)21, together with the Directive on Criminal Sanctions for Market Abuse (CSMAD)2, form a bundle known as ‘MAD II’ which was
published in the Official Journal of the European Union (EU) in June 2014. Most obligations of MAR and MAD II will become applicable in July 2016.

Scope
The new MAD rules will replace the original Directive and includes now new
markets and instruments that have developed. It captures new market
developments and practices such as high-frequency and algorithmic trading
and emission allowances trading as well:
•

MAD affects all firms and individuals who participate in a regulated
market

•

As the current rules apply only in relation to financial instruments
admitted to trading on the EEA’s main investment exchanges (‘regulated
markets’) and to related financial instruments the extended rules under
MAR will also cover financial instruments admitted to trading on other
trading platforms (‘multilateral trading facilities’ and ‘organised trading
facilities’) and related financial instruments

•
•

Commodity derivatives and carbon emission allowances will be covered
more comprehensively than at present

Provisions
The regulation extends the market abuse regime to commodity derivatives
markets and the manipulation of benchmarks. Furthermore, it contains
provisions on high-frequency trading. Additionally, the following provisions
have been set out:
•

Issuer disclosure of inside information. Issuers of securities admitted to
trading only on a multilateral trading facility or organised trading facility
will be brought within the scope of the public disclosure obligation

•

New rules on market soundings

•

Some types of abusive algorithmic and high-frequency trading strategies
will be expressly forbidden

•

New provisions in MAR are aimed at encouraging whistle-blowers to come
forward

•

Investment professionals’ obligation to report suspicious transactions
will be extended to cover suspicious orders as well

•

Additional rules on directors’ transactions

•

Administrative sanctions and criminal offences

•

Regulators are granted greater investigative powers

The manipulation of benchmarks will be brought within scope

1) Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on market abuse (market abuse regulation) 2) Directive 2014/57/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 April 2014 on
criminal sanctions for market abuse
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Market Abuse Directive/ Regulation (MAD II/ MAR) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

The MAD II will require financial institutions to carefully review and potentially update their operational
processes and systems involved

Strategy

•

Impact is expected on the firms’ market abuse surveillance, their personal account dealing and conflicts
management processes and corresponding directives

Processes

•

Compliance solutions/ systems will need to be able to handle new data/products and have the capability to
monitor for new patterns and indicators

Systems

•

Administrative sanctions will make non-compliance a greater risk to both the bottom line and a firm’s
reputation

Employees
Low

December 2, 2015
Adoption of implementing acts by the EC
concerning procedures for reporting
infringements to NCA

2015

July 3, 2016
Most MAR and implementing acts will apply;
deadline for transposition into national law

January 3, 2017
MAR provisions on OTF, SME growth
markets, emission allowances and
auction products will apply

2016

As elements of MAD II/ MAR will apply shortly, the updates to processes and technology will have to be made quickly
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Securities Financing Transactions Regulation (SFTR) 1/2
Scope and provisions
The proposed regulation1 on reporting and transparency of securities financing transactions (SFT) was published in January 2014 with the primary focus to provide
transparency by requiring reporting of securities financing transactions undertaken in the shadow banking sector. SFTs have been identified as a source of contagion,
leverage and pro-cyclicality during the financial crisis. This led the Commission to propose new rules (especially regarding monitoring) on shadow banking. The
regulation has a broad scope of application within the EEA, with extraterritorial effects.

Scope
•

The SFTR has a broad scope of application within the EEA with some
extraterritorial effects

•

SFTR applies to any EU counterparty and 3rd country counter-party if SFT is
concluded in the course of operations of an EU branch of that counterparty

•

Depending on the entity type, the counterparties to the transactions with
3rd country counterparty transactions are expected to be mandated to
report, disclose and apply rules on the reuse of financial instruments
received under a collateral arrangement

•

•

UCITS and alternative investment funds (AIFs) are required disclose in
detail to their investors the use of securities financing transactions (SFTs)
and total return swaps both in their periodical reports and through precontract disclosures
The regulation applies to:
•

Provisions
The goal of SFTR is to reduce risks by improving transparency in the
securities financing markets. This is achieved by imposing conditions on the
'reuse' of financial instruments which have been provided as 'collateral‘.
Clients need to give their consent to the reuse, this presupposes that clients
and counterparties understand the risks involved¨.
Further requirements are:
•

Reporting obligation

•

Disclosure obligation

•

Introduction of minimum standards for collateral valuation

•

Rules regarding the reuse of financial instruments received under a
collateral arrangement

•

Right of reuse of financial instruments received as collateral will be
subject to different rules

Repurchase agreements

•

Securities lending/borrowing

•

Reporting of breaches

•

Commodities lending/borrowing

•

•

Buy/sell back and sell/buy back transaction

EEA Member States will be required to implement appropriate
administrative sanctions

•

«Reuse» of collateral

1) Regulation (EU) 2015/2365 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2015 on transparency of securities financing transactions and of reuse
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Securities Financing Transactions Regulation (SFTR) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

The SFTR will have an impact on front- and back-office processes alike covering the transactions in scope

•

The pricing and structuring of SFT will be impacted by the requirements (e.g. minimum haircuts)

•

Market participants will be required to set up appropriate processes for disclosure and reporting, this leads
to similar challenges as faced in the reporting of OTC derivatives under EMIR

Processes

•

Repapering activities are expected for products and services engaging in SFT to ensure transparency towards
the client

Systems

•

Questions will arise as to whether non-financial counterparties such as commodity firms have the
infrastructure to report on their own behalf and what will that mean to allocate risk of non-compliance in any
delegated reporting arrangement?

Employees

Strategy

Low

November 16, 2015
SFTR was adopted by Council
of the European Union

October 29, 2015
SFTR was adopted by the
European Parliament

January 12, 2016
Entry into force, only
some rules apply

January 13, 2017
Transparency in reports for
UCITS and AIFs apply

July 13, 2016
Requirements on reuse
apply incl. existing trades

2015

2016

April, 2017
RTS on reporting
enters into force

July 13, 2017
Transparency in precontractual documents
for existing UCITS and
AIFs apply

2017

Medium

High

April, 2018 – January 2019
Several trade repository reporting's
start to apply

2018

SFTR foresees a T+1 timeframe for reporting. This means that firms need to implement efficient, accurate and timely reporting mechanisms, to avoid
falling short of the SFT regulation
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Basel III – Capital Adequacy 1/2
Scope and provisions
The Basel III minimum standards1 represent a broad and wide ranging rulebook for the banks’ capitalisation including the definition of eligible and required capital. In
Switzerland the Basel III capital minimum standards are largely implemented including the countercyclical buffer, which was invoked the first time in 2013 and
increased to 2% in 2014. As announced by FINMA on the January 25, 2015, Basel III liquidity and capital requirements will undergo a number of adjustments including
the revision of the Liquidity and Capital Adequacy Ordinances of the relevant FINMA circulars. Internationally we have seen a gradually increase of the Common Equity
Tier 1 ratios up to 6% in 2015. Between 2016 and 2019 the capital conservation buffer as well as the countercyclical capital buffer will be introduced on international
level. In July 2013, the CRD IV Directive was entered into force which transposes the new global standards into EU law.

Provisions
Since 2015, banks need to maintain the following regulatory minimum
capital requirement:
•

4.5% Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) ratio

•

6% Tier 1 capital ratio

•

8% total capital ratio

•

A capital conservation buffer of 2.5%, comprised of CET1

•

In addition, banks are required to build up a counter-cyclical buffer of
additional capital to be released when losses occur.

The countercyclical buffer will be phased-in in parallel to the capital
conservation buffer between 1 January 2016 and year 2018 becoming fully
effective of 1 January 2019.

Countercyclical
buffer

Conservation buffer

0.625%
2%

Tier 2 capital

1.5%

Other tier 1 capital

4.5%

2016
1) Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Basel III: A global regulatory framework for more resilient banks and banking systems, 2011
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10.5%

0 – 2.5%

CET 1 Capital
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13%

2017

2018

2019

2020

8%

6%
4.5%
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Basel III – Capital Adequacy 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

Banks are reassessing their business lines regarding the new capital measures and many have already
focused on strengthening capital, by reducing lower-yielding risk-weighted assets

•

This process has triggered strategic adjustments to the portfolio of businesses or divesting of capital
consumptive activities

•

Organisations with large books of OTC derivatives positions are far more impacted than others. This includes
banks who act as principals for their clients and which cannot rely on valid netting agreements

•

The consideration of correlations and diversification should introduce greater risk-sensitivity into the
Standardised Approach for Market Risk (SAMR). However, its additional complexity will pose operational
challenges to banks like developing of algorithms and calculation engines

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees

Low

January 2016
Capital Conservation Buffer
0.625%

January 2017
Capital Conservation Buffer
1.25%

2016

2017

January 2018
Capital Conservation Buffer
1.875%

2018

Medium

High

January 2019
Capital Conservation Buffer
2.5%

2019

Banks not able to operationally implement the sophisticated calculation and optimization models are facing additional capital charges compared to
those who are. However, high operational costs might offset the gains out of efficient capital calculation and optimization
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Basel III – Leverage Ratio 1/2
Scope and provisions
Following the final Basel III measures which introduced a leverage ratio, the Basel Committee has released two revisions (in June 2013 and January 2014) which have
largely redefined the methods for measuring exposure. On 12 January 2014, the Basel Committee issued the full text of Basel III's leverage ratio framework and
disclosure requirements. The leverage ratio delegated act under the Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR) came into force on 18 January 2015 in the EU. By the end of
2016, the Commission is expected to report on the impact and effectiveness of the leverage ratio. The report could be accompanied by a legislative proposal for a
mandatory leverage ratio to apply in Europe by 2018.

Provisions
•

The leverage Ratio (LR) within the Basel III framework is defined as a nonrisk-based leverage ratio that is calculated by dividing Tier 1 capital by
the bank's average total consolidated assets (including non-balance
sheet terms).

•

Under Basel III banks are expected to maintain a leverage ratio of
minimum 3%

•

In general, assets need to be included on a gross basis and are not
allowed to be netted. However, specific netting rules on derivatives
exposures and Securities Financing Transactions (SFT) are existing but are
handled restrictive

•

FINMA has finalized its leverage ratio rules in the FINMA circular 2015/3,
which was published in November 2014 and is in effect since 1st January
2015

Leverage
Ratio in %

Swiss and European Regulatory Outlook 2016

Tier 1 Capital
Exposure Measure

Leverage Ratio in %
Has to be at least 3% under the minimum requirements
Tier 1 Capital:
As defined in Basel III and consisting of Common Equity Tier 1 and additional
Tier 1 capital subject to adjustments and deductions as well as transitional
arrangements
Exposure Measure:
•

All on balance sheet assets incl. on-balance collateral for SFT

•

Derivatives exposure incl. credit risk exposure

•

SFT exposures including SFT were the bank acts as agent and provides
indemnity to one of the parties

•

Other off-balance sheet exposure (OBS)

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Basel III leverage ratio framework and disclosure requirements, 2014
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Basel III – Leverage Ratio 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

The compilation of the Exposure Measure can lead to significant challenges depending on the internal
process set-up, systems and data infrastructure

•

The requirements may also add further complexity to established industry practices. For example the cash
variation may be used to offset mark-to-market exposure of a derivative. However, the cash must be in the
same currency as the derivative

•

•

Strategy
Processes

The leverage ratio is sensitive to the business model of a banking organisation, impacting highly leveraged
institutions (high debt-to-equity ratio) more and has a severe impact on propriety trading models resp. their
profitability after cost of capital

Systems

Further business models like trade finance and securitisation are also expected to be significantly impacted
under the leverage ratio. These business models rely on exposures off-balance that will need to be reintegrated into the exposure measure and therefore are considered in the leverage ratio

Employees

Low

Medium

High

Parallel run 2013 - 2017 (tier 1/ leverage ratio supervisory monitoring period)
January 2015
Disclosure started

2015

2018
Migration to Pillar 1

2016

2017

2018

The leverage ratio is expected to support the stabilization of the financial industry but this however comes at a cost. Profitability is expected to suffer
under the new leverage ratio and business areas with high consuming capital will be most likely require reconsideration
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Basel III – Liquidity Rules 1/2
Scope and provisions
During the financial crisis several banks experienced severe deficiencies due to gaps in the basic principles of liquidity risk management. The Basel Committee
published the Principles for Sound Liquidity Risk Management and Supervision in response. The principles were designed to push for a better risk management and
provide detailed guidance on the risk management and supervision of funding liquidity risk.

Provisions
Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR):
The Liquidity Coverage Ratio aims to ensure that a bank maintains an
adequate level of unencumbered, high-quality liquid assets that can be
converted into cash to meet its liquidity needs for a 30 calendar day time
horizon under a significantly severe liquidity stress scenario.
1 Jan 2015 1 Jan 2016 1 Jan 2017 1 Jan 2018 1 Jan 2019
Min. LCR

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

LCR

NSFR

Swiss and European Regulatory Outlook 2016

Total net liquid outflow over 30 days

=

Available stable funding

100%

Required stable funding
≥

The required amount of stable funding will be measured on the basis of
broad characteristics of the liquidity risk profiles of a bank's assets, offbalance sheet exposures and other selected activities.

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Basel III: The Liquidity Coverage Ratio and liquidity risk monitoring tools, 2013
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High quality liquid assets

The LCR was introduced in 2015 and requires banks to hold more high
quality liquid assets (HQLA). This leads to a need for the optimization of the
institutions net flows.

Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR):
The NSFR seeks to calculate the proportion of long-term assets which are
funded by long-term and stable funding.
Stable funding includes: customer deposits, long-term wholesale funding
(from the interbank lending market), and equity. It excludes short-term
wholesale funding (e.g. interbank lending market).

=
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Basel III – Liquidity Rules 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

Main challenges result from data and systems required to produce group-wide liquidity stress testing,
including reports on a weekly or daily basis in a period of stress

•

Banks which fall short of meeting the Liquidity Coverage Ratio and the Net Stable Funding Ratio will need to
adjust their balance sheets. This could mean shortening the maturity of some lending, so that they fall under
the one-year maturity cut-off point that is vital to the NSFR calculation (stable funding)

Processes

•

The market has witnessed brokers moving away from funding positions overnight towards a >30 day
financing funding model

Systems

•

By reducing the banks liquidity risks through the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) and Net Stable Funding Ratio
(NSFR), it is likely to have an impact on the duration of financing and will reduce rollover risks, however this
will come at an increased cost

Employees

Strategy

Low

Medium

High

January 2018
The NSFR will become mandatory
January 2016
Min. LCR 70%

January 2018
Min. LCR 90%

January 2017
Min. LCR 80%

2016

2017

January 2019
Min. LCR 100%

2018

2019

The liquidity rules combined with the capital requirements, will certainly affect the economics of an impacted firm but also put certain business models
to the test. The liquidity requirements need to be part of the overall business strategy of each bank
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FINMA Circular 2016/1 Disclosure – Banks 1/2
Scope and provisions
The Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA has published the revised FINMA Circular 2016/1 “Disclosure – banks”1, which reflects enhanced international
disclosure standards. The revised circular comes into force on 1 January 2016, implementing the revised standards with which all Swiss banks must comply as of 31
December 2016.

Scope
•

The application of the new disclosure requirements will be determined by
the size of the bank

•

The 35 biggest banks in Switzerland must implement the international
disclosure standards in full, or justify and explain in detail why they are
foregoing disclosure and not providing information

•

The remaining Swiss banks will also disclose information in accordance
with those standards, but in a smaller scope and less frequently; they also
have longer transition periods for introducing the new standards

1) FINMA-RS 16/1 "Offenlegung - Banken"
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Provisions
•

General principles for disclosure

•

Kind of disclosure

•

Form of disclosure

•

Timing and deadlines for disclosure

•

Additional requirements for large banks

•

Specific disclosure requirements for systemically important financial
groups and banks

•

Contains revised disclosure standards improving the information and
decision-making tools for market participants and allowing for increased
comparability of disclosure by different institutions. One particular
innovation is the use of standardised templates for disclosure
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FINMA Circular 2016/1 Disclosure – Banks 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

The disclosure itself has low impact on the business itself, the disclosure obligations can be leveraged to
some extent from the liquidity and capital reporting

•

The disclosure of interest rate risks is broadend and standardized, this creates additional operational
hurdles to compile the report, especially for smaller institutions

•

FINMA will assess its form management in regards to capital and liquidity reporting in the course of 2016 to
achieve a higher consistency between the different reports. This will enable efficiency gains for
intermediaries in scope

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees

Low

Medium

January 2017
Table 31 (CCR8) is applicable
January 2016
Entering into force

2016

April 2017
1st reporting deadline for
Category 1 Banks

2017

April 2018
1st reporting deadline for
Category 2 & 3 Banks

2018

April 2019
1st reporting deadline for
Category 4 & 5 Banks

2019

Banks using the SA-CH have a transition period until
31st Dec 2018 and can disclose under the old regime
It will be key that FINMA aligns its form management and reporting to enable efficiency gains across data architecture and required processes
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FINMA Circular 2008/21 Operational risks at Banks 1/2
Scope and provisions
In October 2013 FINMA published the definitive version of its revised Circular "Operational risks at Banks"1. The Circular sets out qualitative requirements for managing
operational risks with a special focus on handling electronic client data. The Circular entered into force on 1 January 2015. As part of the regulatory audit 2015, external
auditors have to perform audits on the newly implemented framework. Furthermore FINMA has announced supervisory audits focusing on the implementation of the
framework were institutions fall short. The revised Circular sets out the "Principles for the Sound Management of Operational Risk" issued in June 2011 by the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision.

Scope
The qualitative requirements described in the Circular are in relation to the
size of the bank.
«Small Banks» have been exempted from applying certain provisions. This
group is defined as:
•

Banks in category 5 and in certain cases in category 4; as well as

•

securities dealers in category 5 and 4

All other categories have to comply in full.

1) FINMA-RS 08/21 „Operationelle Risiken Banken“
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Provisions
The FINMA Circular sets out six principles which specify that responsibility
for the management of operational risks lies with top management.
It also specifies that banks have to have in place a systematic approach,
system and controls, reporting and an IT infrastructure that identify risks
appropriately as well as limit and monitor these.
FINMA has defined additional rules in Annex 3 to the Circular.
Nine principles thus set out the proper management of the risks involved to
preserve the confidentiality of electronic client data respectively those of
individuals (private clients):
•

Governance

•

Client Identifying Data, CID

•

Location and access to data

•

Security standards for infrastructure and technology

•

Selection, monitoring and training of employees with access to CID

•

Identifying and controlling risks related to the confidentiality of CID

•

Confidentiality of CID: risk mitigation

•

Incidents related to the confidentiality of CID, internal and external
communication

•

Outsourcing providers and large projects in regard to CID
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FINMA Circular 2008/21 Operational risks at Banks 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

Increased focus on qualitative requirements of operational risk management will impact the governance and
require higher attention by senior management and the Board of Directors

•

Review of the governing documentation in regards to compliance

•

Implementation of a review and approval cycle for the risk appetite and tolerance by the BoD, including
appropriate tools and systems in regards of identification, measurement, steering and monitoring of
operational risks

•

Additional requirements covering electronic customer data will require the enhancement of data protection
guidelines and policies, data management and the governance of specific client data

•

The monitoring of outsourcing providers will further increase due to the risk assessment requirements also in
combination with the FINMA Circular 08/7 Outsourcing

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees

Low

January 2015
Entered into force

Medium

High

Q1/Q2 2016
FINMA planned review and alignmentof of Circular 2008/24
Supervision and internal control - banks
Review of implementation by
internal/ external Audit

2015

2016

2017/18

The new requirements outlined require a «comprehensive framework», protecting the privacy of client data. Financial intermediaries must assess
whether their existing control frameworks are adequate and if not act accordingly
FINMA: Finanzmarktregulierung: hängige Vorhaben (Stand und Ausblick per 29. Januar 2016)
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Infrastructure & Capital Markets

Risk Management

Consumer Protection

1

Federal Financial Services Act (FinSA)

40

Products

2

Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II)

42

Tax Compliance & AML
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Federal Financial Services Act (FinSA) 1/2
Scope and provisions
Main goal of the Federal Financial Services Act (FinSA) is the strengthening of investor protection, minimising competitive distortions between service providers as well
as strengthening the competitiveness of the financial centre. The FinSA targets the relationship between financial intermediaries and their clients and strives for
equivalence with the investor protection rules adopted by EU Member States along with MiFID II. On November 4, 2015 the Federal Council has adopted the dispatch on
the FinSA. The act is currently in parliamentary debate.

Scope
•

FinSA aims to regulate all types of financial services that are provided on a
professional basis in Switzerland or to clients in Switzerland such as:
• Acquisition and sales of financial instruments
• Transmission of orders relating to financial services
• Investment management and investment advice
• Custody accounts
• Credit in connection with transactions in financial instruments

•

•

The definition of investment advice which is intentionally held broad is
likely to encompass many lines of business that were largely unregulated
until now
FinSA will apply to services provided to all types of clients and covers
services to retail and professional investors alike. However, it provides for
a different level of protection for private and professional clients
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Provisions
•

FinSA introduces very similar rules as MiFID II touching the following
areas:
• Rules of conduct
• Rules on third party payments
• Suitability and appropriateness
• Information duties
• Best Execution and restrictions on the use of financial instruments
• Documentation duties
• Organisational duties

Unlike MiFID II, FinSA does not foresees a mandatory ban on inducements for
discretionary portfolio management services. Furthermore FinSA imposes no
obligations regarding product governance (i.e. target market concept).
However product documentation requirements similar to the PRIIPs
regulation are included

Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

Federal Financial Services Act (FinSA) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

Due to the regulation of 3rd party payments, classic remuneration models will be put to the test

•

A new information and reporting framework is expected to raise transparency in regards to investments, cost
and charges as well as service provision

•

The formalized suitability framework has large impacts on the distribution capabilities and requires sound
client as well as product/ portfolio data

•

The obligation to draw up a key investor document per product is not new to all product houses. However, its
provision has impacts on all distribution channels

•

New educational requirements will impact employees advising clients, new educational frameworks are
expected

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees
Low

June 27, 2014
Federal Council
launches consultation
on Federal Financial
Services Act and
Financial Institutions
Act

October 27, 2014
End of
consultation
period

June 24, 2015
Federal Council establishes
principles:
• asset managers to be prudential
supervision by an independent
supervisor
• client advisers need to have the
required training and continuing
professional development
• solved the issue of enforce-ment
costs

2014

2015

Medium

High

November 4, 2015
Federal Council has
adopted the dispatch on
FinSA and FinIA
2017/18
Expected to enter into
force

2016

2017/18

Many Swiss banks have to integrate the FinSA/ FinIA requirements into ongoing projects and align them for example with the MiFID II implications they
might face. Financial firms that are oriented locally will face a larger impact on their operating model than firms that have fully implemented MiFID I
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Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II) 1/2
Scope and provisions
Since its implementation in 2007, the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) has been the cornerstone of the capital markets regulation in the European
Economic Area (EEA). As not all perceived benefits have been transferred to the end investor as intended by MiFID, the European Union decided to completely overhaul
the regulation. MiFID II1 is thus focusing on shortcomings of the original MiFID and responds to the lessons learned during the financial crisis. The deadline for MiFID II
is set to 3rd of January 2017, however on November 27, 2015 European Parliament’s negotiating team for MiFID II / MiFIR informed the European Commission about a
potential delay of the entry into force of MiFID II.

Scope

Provisions

•

MiFID II will affect all financial services providers of the EEA. Since it
includes third-country regulations, it will also apply to financial services
providers in countries outside the EU who wish to perform services for
clients in the EU market

MiFID II is currently the regulation with the most impact for the wealth &
asset management industry. The regulation impacts not only operational
aspects but also the traditional business model of advisors. Obligations
include a.o. :

•

MiFID II continues to apply to the investment services as under MiFID I.
However, expands the regulatory scope including product governance
rules impacting product houses indirectly

•

Requirement to label advice as non-independent or independent

•

For independent advice, obligation to assess sufficiently large number of
financial instruments and ban a of inducements will apply

•

Requirement to evidence suitability for advised services, narrowed
execution-only exemption and ongoing suitability as option

•

Ban of inducements for independent advice and portfolio management

•

Enhanced fee transparency (pre-contractual and ex-post)

•

Enhanced disclosure of conflicts of interest

•

OTC derivatives requiring central clearing and reporting

•

Transaction recording across entire order chain and storage for three/five
years

•

Enhanced best execution disclosure requirements

•

•

MiFID II additionally creates a new MiFID investment service of operating
an organised trading facility (OTF). OTF is a multilateral discretionary
trading platform that is not currently regulated but is used for instance in
the trading of standardised non-equities
MiFID II also extends the definition of financial instruments to include
emission allowances, extends the scope of the transaction reporting
requirements to all financial instruments to ensure that the MiFID
requirements mirror those of the Market Abuse Directive (MADII/ MAR)
and restricts existing MiFID exemptions, relevant in particular to
commodity derivatives dealers, or marker makers

1) Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments and amending Directive 2002/92/EC and Directive 2011/61/EU
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Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

Firms with operations in EU/ EEA countries need to analyse potential impacts on their operations and
business model triggered by the MiFID II requirements on market access

•

Besides the strategic decision of being an independent advisor, firms will have to adapt their business
model due to the resulting impact on inducements and profitability

•

Client interaction will be impacted due to increased information requirements

•

Cost disclosure within client reporting will impact calculation and data capabilities on products available

•

New product governance requirements (target market) will impact manufacturers of financial products as
well as the distributing channels through new approval and distribution suitability requirements

•

Investment disclosure requirement will effect professional clients and products

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees

Low

January 3, 2016
Commission publishes
final delegated acts (no
later than 18 months after
MiFID II/ MiFIR enter into
force)

Delayed

Postponement very likely!
July 3, 2016
MiFID II transposed into
national law of Member States

January 3, 2016
Commission publishes
final delegated acts

January 3, 2017
MiFID II and MiFIR apply within
Member States

Delayed

2015

2016

The European Commission is currently debating a potential one-year postponement of MiFID II start date to beginning of 2018
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Products
Infrastructure & Capital Markets

Risk Management

Consumer Protection
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Packaged Retail and Insurance-based Investment Products (PRIIPs) 1/2
Scope and provisions
The Regulation on product documentation for Packaged Retail and Insurance-based Investment Products (PRIIPs)1 came into force in EU Member States on December
29, 2014. The regulation introduces a standardised pre-contractual Key Investor Document (KID) for manufacturers as well as distributors of PRIIPs and applies inter
alia to investment products such as investment funds, structured products and insurance-based products with an investment element if sold to retail clients.

Scope
•

The regulation applies to the manufacturer of PRIIPs and persons advising
on, or selling packaged retail and insurance based investment products

•

Before a PRIIP is made available to retail investors, the PRIIP
manufacturer shall draw up for that product a key information document
in accordance with the requirements of the regulation and shall publish
the document on its website

•

The PRIIPs regulation is not applicable to the following products:
•

non-life insurance products

•

Certain life insurance contracts

•

Deposits other than structured deposits as explicitly defined2) defined
in Equity securities and non-equity securities

•

•

Provisions
The PRIIPs regulation introduces rules on the format and content of the key
information document to be drawn up by the manufacturers. The KID needs
to be provided to the retail investor in good times before those investors
enter into the transaction, in order to enable retail investors to understand
and compare the key features and risks of a PRIIP.
The requirements cover the following:
• Layout, form and language
• Provision/ availability
• Review
• Content:
•

Label and explanatory statement

Pension products which, under national law, are recognised as having
the primary purpose of providing the investor with an income in
retirement and which entitle the investor to certain benefits

•

Name, identity and comprehension alert

•

What is this product?

•

What are the risks and what could I get in return?

Officially recognised occupational pension schemes

•

What happens if the [name of the PRIIP manufacturer] is unable to pay
out?

•

What are the costs?

•

How long should I hold it and can I take money out early?

•

How can I complain?

1) Regulation (EU) No 1286/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 November 2014 on key information documents for packaged retail and insurance-based investment products (PRIIPs); 2) Article 4(1)(43) of MiFID II
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Packaged Retail and Insurance-based Investment Products (PRIIPs) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

Different distribution channels require adaption to enable the provision/ hand-out of a PRIIPs KID

•

Financial institutions face challenges in regards of time-to-market and data availability for certain products

•

Availability of PRIIPs KIDs for 3rd country products that are sold to EU retail clients are expected to raise
restrictions on specific products

•

As learned during the implementation of UCITS KIIDs, translation into different languages can be costly

•

PRIIPs KID production systems or outsourcing to external providers need to be thoroughly assessed

Systems

•

Potential liability triggered through wrong data/ statements as fines have rocketed over the last years in that
area

Employees

Strategy
Processes

Low

December 29, 2014
Regulation came
into force

November 11, 2015
Consultation paper
setting out draft RTS

Medium

High

December 31, 2015
Draft RTS provided to EC on
Art. 10(2) &13(5)

June 26, 2015
Separate technical
Discussion Paper on more
complex aspects of the RTS

2015

March 31, 2016
Draft RTS to be provided
to EC on Article 8(5)

2016

December 31, 2018
The EU Commission shall
review the regulation

December 31, 2016
Application of the new
PRIIPs rules and the RTS

2017

2018

2019

Exemption period for UCITS until 31.12.19

PRIIPs will pose extensive requirements on product data quality and management. In addition, it requires detailed cost and risk disclosures that trigger
process and system implications across the value chain of product manufacturers of financial products
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Scope and provisions
On 3 July 2012, the EU Commission issued a proposal to amend the UCITS directive covering the depositary safe-keeping and oversight duties, manager remuneration
and sanctions, which became commonly known as the «UCITS V»1 proposal. The inputs for the new depositary rules also came from the adoption of the Alternative
Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) making it all the more urgent to extend the same level of investor protection to retail fund investors. The directive entered
into force on 17 September 2014. Member States will need to implement the requirements into national law until 18 March 2016.

Scope

Provisions

UCITS V is applicable to all management companies or bodies managing
UCITS as well as the parties serving the UCITS as custodian or administrator.

UCITS V covers the depositary safe-keeping and oversight duties, manager
remuneration and sanctions:
•

•

Management
Company
Administrator
Manager

Custody

UCITS Fund

The depositary regime introduces provisions regarding:
Appointment of eligible entities/ delegation

•

Oversight duties cash-monitoring duties

•

Safe-keeping duties

•

Liability

•

UCITS management companies shall implement and apply remuneration
policies that promote sound and effective risk management and
discourage disproportionate risk-taking

•

Member States need to specify rules on administrative sanctions and
other administrative measures to be imposed on companies and persons
in respect of breaches of national provisions transposing the directive.
Furthermore they shall take all measures necessary to ensure that the
provisions are implemented by covered entities

1) Directive 2014/91/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 July 2014 amending Directive 2009/65/EC on the coordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating to undertakings for collective
investment in transferable securities (UCITS) as regards depositary functions, remuneration policies and sanctions
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Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

The new UCITS V requirements align the depositary rules as well as the obligations stated by AIFMD and
UCITS

•

For UCITS companies that also have an AIFMD license, this brings a relief as the consistency between both
regulations triggers cost reductions and lowers operational complexity to some extent

•

Several requirements impact the delegate of the management company and the custodian, therefore, the
new requirements on remuneration policy apply to portfolio managers

•

UCITS V most likely impacts the composition of the Board of most management companies and custodians
within larger banking groups

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees

Low

April 15, 2014
EU Parl.–plenary
vote

Medium

High

September 26, 2014
Consultation paper setting
out depositary rules
Sept. 17, 2014
Entry into force

December 28, 2014
ESMA issues technical advice
to the European Commission

2014

2015

December 22, 2015
ESMA remuneration
guidelines

Q3, 2016
expected application of
the new UCITS V rules

2016

The Impact of UCITS V is expected to be rather small from an operational perspective, however, new remuneration policies need to be closely aligned
with CRD IV and MiFID II to prevent multiple adaptions over a short period
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Regulation on Money Market Funds (MMFs) 1/2
Scope and provisions
The European Commission has proposed a regulation on Money Market Funds (MMFs) following an investigation into shadow banking and investment funds where the
European Commission identified a number of concerns had been raised. The commission considers MMFs to be systemically relevant due to the large volumes in the
market and therefore subject to inherent market risks and investor runs. The proposed regulation is designed to ensure that MMFs can better withstand redemption
pressure in stressed market conditions, by enhancing their liquidity profile and stability. European asset managers manage CNAV1) and VNAV1) MMFs of around €470
bn and €440 bn respectively.2)

•

•

•

•

Scope

Provisions

The proposed MMF regulation will apply to all MMFs that invest in money
market instruments. A Money Market Fund (MMF) is a mutual fund that
invests in short-term debt such as money market instruments issued by
banks, governments or corporations. Money market instruments
traditionally include treasury bills, commercial paper or certificates of
deposit. The mentioned financial instruments are eligible for an MMF as
long as their outstanding maturity does not exceed 397 days (short-term
MMF) or two years (standard MMF)

MMF are a very important source of short-term financing for financial
institutions and corporates. In order to preserve the integrity and stability of
the market, the regulation proposed introduces new rules and requirements
that will make the MMFs more resilient to financial crisis and protecting their
financing role for the economy at the same time.

When a UCITS or AIF has been authorised under the MMF regulation, it can
use the designation ‘money market fund’ or ‘MMF’ to describe itself or the
units it issues

•

Valuation

•

Transparency regime/ reporting

•

Redemption gates and liquidity fees

MMFs that invest in short-term financial instruments resp. have the
investment objective of realizing a return close to the money market
through money market instruments, reverse repos or derivatives that have
the same effect

•

Know-your-customer (KYC)

•

Eligible assets

•

Credit quality

•

Stress testing

MMFs with the characteristics of a Constant NAV (CNAV) or a Low Volatility
NAV (LVNAV)

1) Constant Net Asset Value (CNAV)/ Variable Net Asset Value (VNAV); 2) EFAMA 29/04/2015
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Regulation on Money Market Funds (MMFs) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

Internal credit risk assessment capabilities need to be set-up, as credit ratings are currently widely provided
by rating agencies

•

Fund sponsors and boards will need to evaluate their fund line-up in light of their current investor base and
forward-looking distribution strategies in the light of KYC requirements

•

Disclosure requirements trigger new investor reporting, which will have an operational impact. However, for
companies that have implemented the AIFMD reporting certain data may be leveraged

•

Several restrictions regarding marketing terms require a review of the distribution strategy

•

After entry into force, all MMFs need to submit their evidence that the regulation is complied with

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees

Low

April 29, 2015
Amendments adopted by the European
Parliament on 29 April 2015 on the proposal for
a regulation

2015

Q2/3, 2016
Expected adoption of the final text

2016

Medium

High

9 month
Transition period until compliance foreseen

2017

Firms need to assess the impact of the amendments across several key dimensions consisting of product, vendor coordination and operational readiness
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Regulation of European Long-Term Investment Funds (ELTIFs) 1/2
Scope and provisions
The regulation of European Long-Term Investment Funds (ELTIFs)1, was introduced by the European Commission to give new impulse to economic recovery in Europe. It
entered into force on 9 December 2015. ELTIFs are an initiative of the European Commission under its Capital Markets Union plan. They are a pan-European regime for
Alternative Investment Funds (AIF) which channel the capital they raise into European long-term investments in the real economy in order to achieve growth and create
jobs. Their long-term focus distinguishes them from most existing investment vehicles and they are therefore, particularly suitable for institutions such as pension
schemes and insurance companies with long investment horizons, as well as complementing and diversifying individuals’ savings portfolios.

Scope
Legally, ELTIFs are designed to be classified AIF. The fund must first be
registered as AIF before it can additionally take on the status of an ELTIF.
•

Eligible investments are debt and equity instruments in all unlisted
companies, listed SMEs, real assets such as infrastructure and real
estate, European Venture Capital Funds (EuVECAs), European Social
Entrepreneurship Funds (EuSEFs) and other ELTIFs

•

ELTIFs must have an authorised alternative investment fund manager,
but like UCITS, their pan-European marketing ‘passport’ allows them
(under certain conditions) to be sold to individual investors who may not
necessarily be classified as professional or sophisticated

Provisions
ELTIFs are supposed to help promote the long-term commitment to «patient
capital» and increase the available capital for long term investment in the
economy of the European Union. Long-term investments are considered to be
investments with a time frame of several years to several decades, including
both tangible- and intangible assets.
•

The ELTIF and their managers are subject to provisions like:
•

Authorisation as ELTIF and approval of ELTIF managers

•

Investment rules: eligible assets and permitted activities, portfolio
diversification rules and prohibited activities

•

The ELTIF regulation introduces minimum requirements which must be
met by long-term funds in order to be authorised as an «ELTIF»

•

Lifetime, redemptions and secondary markets

•

Distribution of proceeds and disposal of assets

•

An ELTIF must be managed by authorised Alternative Investment Fund
Managers (AIFMs) and meet minimum eligible asset and diversification
requirements

•

Transparency and the prospectus

•

Marketing to professional and retail investors

•

An ELTIF can invest in long-term assets such as small and medium-sized
enterprises and in the development/ operation of infrastructure, public
buildings, social infrastructure, transport, sustainable energy and
communications infrastructure

•

Trading of financial derivatives is much more restricted with ELTIF.
Financial derivatives may only be traded to hedge the assets of the
respective ELTIF investments

•

Commodity trading is prohibited in all forms

¨1) Regulation (EU) 2015/760 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2015 on European long-term investment funds
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Regulation of European Long-Term Investment Funds (ELTIFs) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

ELTIF enables the managers of private equity, infrastructure and real estate funds to offer well-regulated
European products meeting demand from investors and contributing to the European economy

•

The ELTIF manager will need to be an Alternative Investment Fund Manager (AIFM) and comply with both the
provisions of the AIFMD and the additional requirements of the ELTIF Regulation

•

The ELTIF regulations requires that investors must be provided with leaflets with comprehensive information
about the fund and its costs. Depending on the accepted disclosure alignment with MiFID II and PRIIPs need
to be considered

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees

Low

September 9, 2015
ESMA submits draft RTS

2016

High

June 9, 2019
European Commission will review
the application of ELTIF

December 9, 2015
ELTIF regulation applies

2015

Medium

2017

2018

2019

ELTIFs may be an opportunity for asset managers to further diversify their offering in the alternative sector. However, some shortcomings in the
regulation could pose threats to the acceptance of the structure in the market (e.g. Investment policies)
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European Union Financial Transaction Tax (EU FTT) 1/2
Scope and provisions
The European Union financial transaction tax (EU FTT) is a proposal made by the European Commission to introduce a financial transaction tax (FTT). The proposal was
only backed by some Member States and got postponed several times. In January 2015 the participating finance ministers issued a joint statement confirming their
commitment for the implementation of a directive. On December 8th 2015 eleven countries agreed on core principles for the FTT but further discussions were delayed.
However, a proposal was presented to the Member States not participating, outlining how shares and derivatives could be taxed. Estonia has left the group in
December 2015 and the UK threatened to go to court if the FTT would negatively affect its markets. The timeline remains rather unclear, but it is expected that 2016 will
bring more clarity.

Scope
•

Participating countries: Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain

•

A wide range of entities will be brought within scope. «Financial
institution» includes banks, investment firms, regulated markets,
insurers, undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities
(UCITS), pension funds and securitisation special purpose entities

•

The FTT will apply to financial transactions under the condition that at
least one party is a financial institution domiciled in a participating
Member State

•

Any financial institution is theoretically liable to the EU FTT, including
banks, insurers, brokers, asset managers, and any non-FI with revenue
from financial activities greater than 50% of turnover

•

Out of scope: Cash payments, deposits, insurance contracts,
issuance of debt and equity
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Provisions
•

Derivatives: the taxation is planned to be based on the principle of the
widest possible basis and low rates. The proposal is currently a minimum
of 0.01% on the derivative notional

•

Securities: all transactions including intra-day are planned to be taxed,
however, exceptions in the area of narrow market-making might be
required. The proposal is currently 0.1% on secondary market
transactions

Reienfolge
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European Union Financial Transaction Tax (EU FTT) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

Potential adverse impact on profitability and liquidity across instruments and markets

•

Impacts on F2B operations: client on-boarding, trade capture, confirmation, settlement, reporting and
reconciliations. The increased complexity of operations is expected to result in lower rates of STP and
therefore drive cost per trade (net of tax)

Strategy
Processes

•

Significant impact on collective investment schemes through potential «double-dip» of the FTT

•

Would indirectly curb high frequency trading

Systems

•

Large impact on finance functions in firms expected in regards to the operational handling of the new tax, as
well as the modification of the tax rule engines and systems

Employees

Low

September, 2011
Commission Proposal for Council Directive
June, 2012
Formal conclusion that 27 member state solution not possible
February, 2013
Revised draft Directive
published

2013

January, 2014
Scheduled entry into
force -> postponed

2014

Medium

High

Ongoing negotiations

December, 2014
Scheduled agreement
on first phase of FTT

2015

January, 2016
Scheduled implementation
-> postponed

2016

2017

The EU Financial Transaction Tax is on life support as the proposals stall and negotiations are set back. It is important to evaluate the potential impact
and monitor the political process to react accordingly if necessary
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Anti-Money Laundering Directive (AMLD IV) 1/2
Scope and provisions
AMLD IV1 seeks to address short comings in the current law and takes new measures to prevent money laundering. The new set of rules are derived of the Financial
Action Task Force latest set of recommendations, which were published in 2012, with the key points being adoption of risk based approach, greater transparency, and
greater international cooperation. The directive was passed by the European Parliament on 20 May 2015. The Directive will apply from 26 June 2017 after being
transposed into national law of the Member States.

Scope
•

The new AMLD rules overhaul many areas of AML law in the EU, covering
multiple classes of persons and businesses:
•

Credit Institutions

•

Financial Institutions

•

Lawyers, accounts, notaries, and tax advisers

•

Real estate agents

•

Legal persons dealing with cash transactions of €10,000

•

Casinos

•

A major change under the new AMLD is the inclusion of domestic
politicians in the politically exposed persons (PEP) regime

•

The new rules will also cover individuals in charge of international
organizations such as FIFA, WTO, or the United Nations

•

Lists of Politically Exposed Persons will be created and maintained by
each member-state but shall not be considered exhaustive. «Obliged
entities» will still need to conduct their analysis of clients

•

Including tax crimes as predicate offence

Provisions
•

Risk based approach: Entities in scope will have to conduct risk
assessments to identify and evaluate risks they run related to money
laundering and terrorism financing

•

The Simplified Customer Due Diligence (SCDD) as known under AMLD III
in certain situations is no longer allowed. A preliminary risk assessment
has to be performed in all cases

•

Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs): AMLD IV extends the scope of the PEPs

•

Information on Ultimate Beneficial Owners (UBOs): Member States are
required to set up a central public register for UBOs. Such register
contains specific information like beneficial owner’s name month and
year of birth, nationality, country of residence and details of ownership.
Information on trusts will only be accessible to the authorities and
obliged entities

•

Record keeping requirements: Client due diligence records must be stored
up to 5 years after the business relationship has ended. However, Member
States can impose periods of up to 10 years

1) Directive (EU) 2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2015 on the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing
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Anti-Money Laundering Directive (AMLD IV) 2/2
Business impact and timeline

Business impact

•

The risk assessment will require new frameworks and drive operational complexity. Together with the
abolishment of the «Simplified Customer Due Diligence» this will result in higher KYC costs

•

Investigations in suspicious financial activity require the authorities to have timely access to accurate data.
This requires the involvement of financial institutions

•

New capabilities need to be build or bought in order to receive data on Ultimate Beneficial Owners (UBOs)
through the central public register set up by the Member States

•

The record keeping requirements are in line with other regulations and should not create a large impact for
organizations

•

Tighter and more frequent due diligence processes strains relations with investors

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees

Low

May 20, 2015
AMLD IV was passed by
the European Parliament

Medium

High

June 26, 2017
AMLD will apply

Transposition into national law of the Member States

2015

2016

2017

The broader Anti-Money Laundering rules introduced by AMLD IV will require additional capabilities in regard to systems, controls and know-how within
the KYC process of the intermediaries in scope
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Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA) 1/2
Scope and provisions
As a member of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), Switzerland has made a commitment to comply with the 49 Recommendations brought forward by the
community. The cornerstone of the preventive side of the money laundering prevention is formed by the Federal Act on Combating Money Laundering in the Financial
Sector (Anti-Money Laundering Act, AMLA)1 and the implementing regulations that relate to it. Both form part of administrative law which govern the Swiss system of
supervision with respect to combating money laundering. In 2012 the revised FATF recommendations were released and formed the basis for the revised AMLA and
corresponding implementing regulations. Amendments to the Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA) include shareholder transparency, tax fraud as predicate offences to
money laundering and the definition of politically exposed persons (PEPs). The revised AMLA comes into force on 1 January 2016.

Scope
The AMLA applies to financial intermediaries like:
•

Banks

•

Fund managers

•

Investment companies with variable capital, limited partnerships for
collective investment, investment companies with fixed capital and asset
managers within the meaning of the Collective Investment Schemes Act

•

Insurance institutions

•

Securities dealers

•

Casinos as defined in the Gambling Act

1)Federal Act on Combating Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing in the Financial Sector
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Provisions
•

Intermediaries in scope must consistently determine the natural person
behind operationally active legal entities and partnerships for which the
concept of «controller» has been put in place

•

The new rules set out the prerequisites under which a relaxation of due
diligence requirements is allowed for payment service providers offering
cashless payment transactions as well as for institutions under the
Collective Investment Schemes Act

•

In addition, changes in statutory reporting requirements have also been
included into the new regulation

•

Payment methods were amended and now take also into account the
increasing digitalisation of payment transactions

Reienfolge
anpassen

2016

Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA) 2/2

Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

New requirements around due diligence will put existing KYC procedures to the test, and will require
additional operational capabilities

•

New reporting requirements will have an impact on the KYC data architecture and organisation

•

Intermediaries, offering digitalized payment methods need to align their operating model with the new
requirements and adapt a sound and efficient compliance framework

Processes

•

The new requirements are most likely leading to a demand for additional capabilities in all areas of the KYC
process

Systems

Strategy

Employees

Low

Medium

High

February 2015
Draft AMLO-FINMA
April 2015
End of referendum
period for the
federal law

June 2015
Revised AMLO-FINMA

2015

January 2016
Changes to AMLA, AMLOFINMA enter into force

2016

The new legal framework imposes a general obligation for financial intermediaries to identify the beneficial owner. This duty is no longer limited to cases
with inherent doubt that the latter is identical with the contracting party and this will drive operational complexity within the KYC process
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Automatic Exchange of Information (AEoI) 1/2
Scope and provisions
The Common Reporting Standard (CRS)1, also referred to as the Standard for Automatic Exchange of Financial Account Information, is an information standard for the
automatic exchange of information (AEoI). It was developed by the OECD based on the USA Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) aiming to reduce tax evasion
through transparency. The legal basis for exchange of data is the Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters. On 15 July 2014, the OECD Council
proclaimed the AEoI as new international standard in tax matters. About 100 countries committed themselves to the standard at the Global Forum on
29 October 2014 in Berlin.

Scope
The information to be reported about taxpayers abroad with an account in a
country other than the country of origin includes:
•

Account and tax identification numbers

•

Name

•

Address

•

Dates of birth

•

All types of income and account balances

The standard covers both natural persons and legal entities
59 countries will participate as «early adopters» from beginning 2016, 34
countries will follow and are committed with an expected adoption beginning
of 2017 (including Switzerland, Hong Kong and Singapore)

Provisions
The information in scope is transmitted to the national tax authorities by
banks, insurance companies and certain collective investment structures.
Once a year, the national authorities automatically forward the respective
data to the tax authority in the relevant country.
The following provisions and according tasks have to complied with in order
to compile the data necessary :
•

Review of existing clients (data mining/ impact assessment)

•

Identification procedures for new clients

•

Set-up of reporting procedures/ formats

•

Ensure ongoing correctness of client data (review cycle/ process)

About 5 countries have indicated that they are not committed or have not
published a timeline.
The USA has implemented FATCA which has substantial overlaps with the
OECD standard.

1) OECD (2014), Standard for Automatic Exchange of Financial Account Information in Tax Matters, OECD Publishing.
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Business impact

Business impact and timeline
•

The cost and complexity of due diligence processes on existing clients is heavily dependent on existing data
quality, however new data requirements will require an outreach to clients

•

The response rates of foreign clients should be accounted for. However, potential low response rates and
resulting incomplete data will create additional challenges

•

The client on-boarding process needs to be adapted to the new information requirements. The formalities
process is expected to require enhancement in regards to evidence of tax domicile, change of information as
well as reasonable testing

•

New data and reporting requirements will impact the infrastructure capabilities and architecture

•

New training requirements for relationship managers are expected

Strategy
Processes
Systems
Employees

Low

Medium

High

Timeline for Switzerland
June 2015
Federal Council
dispatch

November 2014
CH signs MCAA
January 2015
Federal Council
launches two
consultations
(incl. AEoI Act)

September 2016
Vote in case of
referendum ( deadline
Spring 2016)

2017
Entry into force

2018
First exchange of information
by Switzerland

Parliamentary discussion

2015

2016

2017

2018

The compilation of data to fulfil reporting requirements may be an opportunity to improve data quality and connection of information that enable
capabilities and ultimately deliver more targeted services and products through deeper analytics of clients
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About us
Who we are and how you may get in touch with us
Who we are

How to get in touch with us

Weisshorn Consulting AG
Weisshorn Consulting AG is a Zurich based consulting boutique focusing on
regulatory and strategic advisory in wealth & asset management.
We support private and retail banks, asset managers, fund management
companies and other financial institutions located in Switzerland and
Liechtenstein with tailor-made solutions by combining our industry expertise
with state of the art methodologies. Our individualized service offering helps
our clients to stay informed about upcoming regulations, evaluate the impact
on their business- and operating model and implement tailored solutions
ensuring compliant operations across their organization.
As a trusted sparring partner, we help our clients to navigate through the
increasingly complex legal and regulatory environment. We provide goaloriented advice on their strategic re-alignment and support them in the
design and execution of their business transformation. Our ultimate goal is to
generate sustainable added value for our clients’ organizations and their
customers alike.
Besides our on-site consulting services we conduct technical research and
provide our clients with regular updates and background analysis on
regulatory developments through our newsletter and thought leadership
material or deep-dive knowledge transfer workshops on selected topics.

Huttenstrasse 6
8006 Zürich

info@weisshorn-consulting.ch

+41 44 492 20 24

www.weisshorn-consulting.ch

Follow us on linkedin
Consulting
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Research & Development

Disclaimer
This publication has been written in general terms and therefore
cannot be relied on to cover specific circumstances; application of
the principles set out will depend upon the particular
circumstances involved and we recommend that you obtain
professional advice before acting or refraining from acting on any of
the contents of this publication. Weisshorn Consulting AG would be
pleased to advise readers on how to apply the principles set out in
this publication to their specific situation. Weisshorn Consulting AG
accepts no duty of care or liability for any loss effected to any
person acting or refraining from action as a result of any material in
this publication.
© Weisshorn Consulting . All rights reserved.

